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Listening. Listen and fill in the gaps.

Scores: 20 / 
 

 
2   Fill in the table.

Scores: 6 / 
 

 
3   Find the words with the similar meanings.

Scores: 9 / 
 

 

4   Write the questions.

1  ? My name is Lewis Adrian Chadler.
2  ? I’m from England.
3  ? Yes. I speak German, too.
4  ? On 17th September.
5  ? Yes, I’ve got a brother, Raymond.

Scores: 9 / 
 

 

1

1 2

NAME:  
AGE:        BIRTHDAY:
ADDRESS :  
NATIONALITY:  
E-MAIL: 
JOB:  
FAMILY INFO: 
 
PETS:  

NAME:  
AGE:        BIRTHDAY:
ADDRESS :  
NATIONALITY:  
E-MAIL: 
JOB:  
FAMILY INFO: 
 
PETS:  

1  very good 
2  Sorry? 
3  clever 
4  people 
5  hello 

6  goodbye 
7  OK 
8  very big 
9  currency 

 
HE policeman uncle brother

SHE grandmother daughter wife

intelligent         hi        cool        Pardon?        all right        money         bye       humans         large
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5   Choose the correct answer.

   1  Hi, how are you? 
A: Thank you, I’m fine. B: Hello. OK, thanks. C: Hi. Yes, I am. D: Hello, I’m Tom.

 2  Well, see you.
A: Hello, let’s go.  B: Bye-bye. C: Yes, I’m here. D: Oh hi. And you?

 3  What … name?
A: is you B: your’s C: is she’s D: ‘s her

 4  …from Canada or from France?
A: They are B: Are we C: Are your D: This is

 5  I’m very sorry, I don’t….
A: no B: from Hungary C: British. I’m Italian. D: know you

 6  It … hamburger.
A: means B: word mean C: is got a D: is

 7  Excuse me. Do you speak…?
A: Hungary B: American C: Hungarian D: English language

 8  ‘Where is she from?’ ‘She’s….’
A: from UK B: Hungary C: from the USA D: from British

 9  What are they?
A: This is glass. B: Mice. C: These are knifes. D: Five fishes.

10  Who’s this?
A: My brothers. B: Italian girl. C: His cousin. D: This is father-in-law.

11  What … it mean?
A: is  B: does  C: this word is D: ‘s does 

12  No, I don’t … so.
A: think B: intelligent C: be silly D: sink

13  Which one is correct?
A: the nineth birthday B: tvelwe pens C: fourty-four glasses D: forty sheep

14  Look at her. She’s Fiona. This is … father. … 40 years old.
A: her … He’s B: she’s … His C: her … His D: she’s … He’s

15  My grandmother … any dogs or cats.
A: isn’t got B: not has got C: haven’t got D: hasn’t got

16  How many books…?
A: you have got B: I’ve got C: has Kim got D: have he got

17  … lorry is it?
A: Who’s B: Whose C: That’s your D: How’s

18  Which one is not correct?
A: the frist of August B: the eighth of July C: 3rd May D: July the twelfth

19  ‘When’s your birthday?’ ‘It’s….’
A: in November 21st B: on December C: in the two of June D: on 17 April

20  ‘What are … jobs?’ ‘… businessmen.’ 
A: our … we’re B: they’re … their C: our … you’re a D: their … their job is

   Scores: 9 / 
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6   Pronunciation. Sort out the words.

Scores: 6 / 
 

 
7   Read Megan’s e-mail about Australia Day. Then answer the questions in Hungarian.

1  Mi az az „Australia Day”?  
2  Mikor ünnepelik?   
3  Mi az este fő eseménye?   
4  Mit szoktak még csinálni az emberek?   
     
5  Hol lakik Megan?   
6  Hogy hívják a város folyóját?  

Scores: 10 / 
 

 
8   Write 80-100 words about yourself and your family.

Contents: 10 / 
 

     Correctness: 10 / 
 

 TOTAL: 100 / 
 

three     first    bye     girl     nurse     hi     
why     the     fifth     that

Ak

rd

p

q

Hi Sam

We celebrate Australia Day on 26 January every year. It is the official national day of Australia. 
You know, I live in Perth, which is the capital of Western Australia. Each year thousands of people line the 
banks of the Swan River (this is the river that runs through Perth) from the early afternoon and wait for the 
fireworks in the early evening. Most people meet friends while waiting for the show. There are many other 
celebrations across the country. People go to sporting events like tennis and cricket, and they go to the 
beach or visit family and friends. They sing and dance… Kids have fun making and decorating boomerangs 
and model ships. So it is a great holiday!
Love
Megan xxxxx
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1   Listening. Part 1. 

a)  Listen and label the buildings (supermarket: S; church: C; museum: M; hospital: H). 
b)  Draw the route on the map. 

Scores: 10 / 
 

 

   Part 2. Listen and complete the sentences. 

UK WEATHER FORECAST

This evening and tonight: 
A generally cloudy and  (1) night, with further spells of mainly light rain  
or drizzle, chiefly in the west. Across Scotland initially  (2) rain and strong winds 
will clear most parts.
On Wednesday: 
Another largely cloudy day with further outbreaks of  (3), again more favoured 
in the  (4). However more persistent rain returning to western Scotland later. 
Becoming  (5) across northern UK.
On Thursday: 
Rain sinking  (6), introducing colder air across the UK. Eastern parts will start 
dry but  (7) with some sunshine. However western areas look set to start 

 (8) with outbreaks of rain. These are likely to spread erratically (9), 
turning to sleet for a time, with some hill  (10) likely.

Scores: 10 / 
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2   Choose the correct answer. 

  1  You can … in the castle park.
A: walking B: take a walk C: go to walking D: make a walk

  2  Let’s … mushrooms.
A: pick B: picking up C: bush some D: go forest for

  3  There is a disco … the pub … Saturdays.
A: at … in B: at … at C: at … on D: in … in

  4  Excuse me, I’m … the museum.
A: looking for B: don’t know where is C: want to go to  D: like to find 

  5  … left at the post office.
A: Take B: Turn on C: Go as far as D: Turn  

  6  Who is sleeping?
A: Very well, thanks. B: My uncle. C: In the bedroom. D: At night.

  7  Look! Your sister and Victor…
A: are dancing B: dancing C: are danceing D: are dance there

  8  Sheila is wearing…
A: trousers B: a blue jeans C: mini skirt D: denim jacket

  9  What are you like?
A: Computer games. B: I like pizza. C: I am like dancing. D: I’m beautiful.

10  … the picture there is a bridge … left.
A: On … on B: On … on the C: In … in D: In … on the

11  I don’t want … classical music.
A: to listen B: listening C: to listen to D: to listening

12  Yozo is … street.
A: in  B: in the C: on  D: on the

13  … drive a lorry?
A: You can B: We can’t to C: Can his sister D: Have you got

14  Please give …  mobile number.
A: me her B: my her C: me she’s D: my his

15  ’Can I borrow your newspaper?’
A: ’Please.’ B: ’Yes. Here you.’ C: ’No, please.’ D: ’Here you are.’

16  …any dictionaries in your classroom?
A: Is there B: Are there C: There are  D: Isn’t there a

17  What … mean?
A: is it B: does this word C: is ‘curtain’ D: ‘függöny’ is

18  I’m afraid I … go now.
A: must to B: must   C: have got D: need

19  There are … in this kitchen.
A: some shelfs B: lot of glasses C: not any plates D: some chair

20  Can you see the … the mountains?
A: valley between B: walley beetwen C: valley betveen D: walley between

Scores: 20 / 
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3   Complete the sentences with the correct word.
 There are two verbs that you don’t need.

1  At 9.30 I  a shower, then I go to bed.
2  Where is the key? I can’t  it.
3  This film is really boring.  the TV off, please.
4  Can you  me the way to the railway station?
5  My brother can  a motorbike.
6  I  in a city called Exeter.
7  You  a pencil to draw or write with it.
8  Sorry, I can’t  you. Say it again, please.

Scores: 8 / 
 

 

4   Pronunciation. Find the homophones (the word that sounds the same as another).

1   – 
2   – 
3   – 
4   – 
5   – 
6   – 

Scores: 6 / 
 

 5   Fill in the table.

thin

worse

ugliest 

expensive

best

Scores: 10 / 
 

 6   Translate the sentences.

1  Milyen idő van ma? 
2  Esik az eső. 
3  Ne aggódj! 
4  Mennyi az idő? 
5  Mit csinálsz? 
6  Mennem kell.  
7  Gyógyulj meg hamar!  
8  Az a kanál fémből van.  

Scores: 16 / 
 

 

have      
hear 
find      
live      
put      
ride      

take      
tell      
turn off  
use

buy    by    boy    hear    hair    here    K    

key    quay     sea    see    sew    there   their    

they    wear   we’re    where
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7   Describe this picture.

    Contents: 10 / 
 

     Correctness: 10 / 
 

 TOTAL: 100 / 
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1   Part 1. Listen and fill in the table. 

CSLA TV

6.00

 Documentary: 

7.05                                                                                                           : IQ Fighters

                                                                                                           :This is Bunny speaking  

 Film:  

  

Scores: 10 / 
 

 

   Part 2. Listen to the Olympic Report and answer the questions in Hungarian. 

1  Milyen sportágakról tudósítottak?  
     
2  Milyen távon nyert a mexikói, és milyen időeredménnyel?  
     
3  Milyen nemzetiségű Ivanova, és mivel próbálkozott?  
     
4  Milyen súlycsoportban indult a kínai versenyző, és mennyivel nyert aranyérmet? 
     

Scores: 10 / 
 

 
2   Pronunciation. Find the odd one out.

Scores: 5 / 
 

 
3   Write the questions and the answers.

1  How much is this  ?    It’s nineteen pounds.
2  ?     
3  ?     

Scores: 5 / 
 

 

1  youth    soup    flour    stew   
2  fried    high    kind    wink 

3  tray    fast    half     lard      
4  coat    coach   touch    toast 

5  bread    meat    death
     sledge

1

£19

3

£33.50

2

£27,99
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4   Choose the correct answer.

  1  What do you think…?
A: about my B: of she C: to his D: of her

  2  … is it? It’s enormous!
A: Very big B: How big C: What wide D: How fast

  3  Lew … see Mary any more.
A: don’t wants  B: doesn’t want to C: want to D: doesn’t want 

  4  I leave … home at half past 8 and I go … school.
A: - … to  B: to … to C: for … to the D: to the … for 

  5  My grandmother … plays computer games.
A: don’t B: doesn’t like C: never D: doesn’t 

  6  Bruce says goodbye to her girlfriend and on his way home he … a terrible car accident.
A: have got B: has C: suffering D: take

  7  What … doing next Friday?
A: is she B: has he C: you’re D: does Martha

  8  That’s very kind of you, but … I can’t come to the concert.
A: unfortunately B: afraid C: I sorry D: I’m not think

  9  My little sister is very busy … afternoon.
A: in the B: on C: in  D: on the

10  I like … shoes and I want to try … on. 
A: this … it B: these … this C: they … them D: those … them

11  ‘… I open the window?’ ‘Yes, please.’
A: Shall B: Why do C: Do you want D: Would you like to

12  What about … a pair of jeans?
A: to buy B: buying C: shopping D: let’s shop

13  … is a fighting sport.
A: Javelin B: Skating C: Hammer throwing D: Wrestling

14  … do you go to the cinema? Occasionally.
A: When B: How often C: Where D: Why not

15  There’s some … on the table.
A: butter B: onions C: flours D: potatoe

16  I usually have …
A: for breakfast coffee B: muesli for breakfast C: bowl of cereal D: a sandwiches

17  In Britain, a lot of kids … a packed lunch.
A: takes B: has C: are take D: take

18  Are you … to order, Sir?
A: ready B: would you like C: want to ready D: like

19  Don’t talk to your grandfather…
A: stupid way B: to rude  C: likes her D: like that

20  There … good nature film on Spectrum.
A: is often B: ‘s a C: is  D: usually a

Scores: 20 / 
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5   Turn the sentences into negative. 

1  I like this film.  
2  Lew likes Eve. 
3  Bo is having a bath. 
4  There are some eggs in the fridge. 
5  I’d like a glass of wine. 

Scores: 5 / 
 

 
6   Translate the sentences.

1  Nagyon tetszel nekem. 
2  Nem baj. 
3  Nem érdekel. 
4  Hadd nézzem! 
5  Fogyókúrázom. 

Scores: 5 / 
 

 
7   Write the missing sentences.

Sam: Hello, (1). What are you doing tonight?
You: Hi, Sam. (2), I think. Why?
Sam: We’re going (3). (4)?
You: Yes, I’d love to! 
Sam: Can we meet at 6 outside the shopping centre?
You: (5).
Sam: See you then. Bye!

Scores: 5 / 
 

 

8   Write the questions then answer them. 

1  cheese / your plate ?      Yes, there is.
2  potatoes / pantry ?      Yes, .
3  water / kettle ?      Yes, .  
4  fly / my soup ?      No, .
5  knives / counter ?      No, .

Scores: 9 / 
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9   Read the information about restaurants. Then write T (true) or F (false).  

1  Hansons Family Restaurant is an old restaurant in Exeter.                               
2  Red Square Restaurant is open at 8pm on Sunday.                                       
3  If you like seafood, the best place is Hansons Family Restaurant for you. 
4  You can eat meat at Galley ‘Fish’ Restaurant. 
5  All three restaurants are closed in the morning. 
6  You can’t smoke at Hansons Family Restaurant. 

Scores: 6 / 
 

 10   Write 100-120 words about your day and your free time.

Contents: 10 / 
 

     Correctness: 10 / 
 

 TOTAL: 100 / 
 

HANSONS FAMILY RESTAURANT  
Exeter’s 16th Century Restaurant

Historic restaurant opposite Exeter Cathederal. 

Good English food, great prices. 
Non Smoking Licensed Restaurant 

Opening Hours:
9am to 6pm - Monday to Saturday

11am to 6pm - Public Holidays
For reservations please phone 01392 276913

GALLEY ‘FISH’ RESTAURANT  

Galley Restaurant specialises in top 
quality fish & shellfish dishes, meat & 
vegetarian choices available. 
Two Course Menu £27.50
Opening Hours:
Monday - Saturday lunch : 12 – 2pm 
Tuesday - Saturday evening : 7pm – 11pm 
(Closed Sunday evenings & Bank 
Holidays).

RED SQUARE RESTAURANT  
Cuisine of Russia and the former states of the Soviet Union... Fancy something different? 

Try Authentic Russian Cuisine, that is what this restaurant is famous for.
Opening Hours:

Monday - Saturday lunch : Midday - 2pm (last orders)
Tuesday - Saturday evening : 6.30pm - 10pm (last orders)
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1  take –    
2  leave – 
3  go –      
4  hear –   

5  make – 
6  buy –    
7  have –  
8  eat –     

  9  drink – 
10  get –    
 

4 

1   Listen to the text about Vivaldi. Then answer the questions in Hungarian.

   1  Mikor született Vivaldi?   
   2  Miért keresztelték meg olyan hamar?   

    
   3  Hány testvére volt?  
   4  Miért nevezték „vörös pap”-nak?   

    
   5  Milyen betegsége volt?   
   6  Milyen hangszeren játszott, és ki tanította rá? 

    
   7  Miért kényszerült elhagyni a papi pályát, és mi lett a következő foglalkozása?

   
   8  Melyik a legnépszerűbb műve és mikor komponálta?  

    
   9  Hová költözött 40 évnyi szolgálat után és kinek dolgozott ott?  

    
10  Mikor halt meg? 

Scores: 20 / 
 

 2   Vocabulary. Find the odd one out.

Scores: 5 / 
 

 

3   Write the past tense forms.

Scores: 10 / 
 

 

4   Pronunciation. Find the rhyming words.

Scores: 5 / 
 

 

1  candle   cough   diarrhoea   cancer
2  sculptor   explorer   scientist   discover
3  ferry   ship   trip   train

4  hoover   iron   inventor   oven    
5  wood   plug   plastic   paper

1  plane –  
2  wear –   
3  tail –      
4  flu –            
5  stay –    

grow     

ill     

pain     

pale     

plan     

share     

sky     

weigh     

were     

zoo
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5   Choose the correct answer.

  1  Yesterday I got up at 8 o’clock and I … breakfast.
A:  didn’t have B: hadn’t C: have D: had for a

  2  Please come and get … car.
A: up B: in the C: out of  D: to home by 

  3  I didn’t do the washing and didn’t do the ironing….
A: too B: either C: on yesterday D: after

  4  Elvis Presley probably … drugs.
A: taked B: put on C: took D: don’t put

  5  Newton was very absent-minded and he … dirty clothes.
A: buyed some B: not liked C: weared D: wore

  6  My father and mother … in Germany last summer.
A: were B: traveled C: went by plane D: wasn’t

  7  They can speak English ….
A: well B: very good C: easy D: fastly

  8  There … any giraffes in the forest.
A: are B: were C: aren’t D: wasn’t

  9  The dodo was a flightless bird that lived only … island of Mauritius … Indian Ocean.
A: on … in B: on the … in C: on … in the D: on the … in the

10  Tom went to the theatre with Kim … last night.
A: - B: at C: on D: in

11  Matt should clean … with the water off.
A: your teeth B: teeths C: his teeth D: the he’s teeths

12  Please pick up your dirty clothes and … in that basket. 
A: take it B: you put  C: put them D: get their

13  You … forget that I’m terribly tired.
A: going to B: are always C: haven’t to D: shouldn’t

14  If you travel … car, you can stop wherever you want.
A: by B: with C: in  D: with a

15  Arany János … Hungarian painter.
A: wasn’t B: was not a C: weren’t D: weren’t an

16  ‘Shall I bring you a glass of beer?’ ’…’
A: Yes, please. B: No, you shan’t. C: Yes, you shall. D: No, I won’t.

17  Where … we go on Saturday aftrenoon?
A: are B: let’s C: shall D: are going to

18  In spring trees grow leaves and flowers begin….
A: bloom B: to bloom C: ripen D: to snow melts

19  Is the coming summer … hot?
A: going to B: going to be C: is going to very D: will be

20  What are … to do at the weekend?
A: we going                 B: you doing                      C: you want                       D: we would like   

Scores: 20 / 
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6   Write the questions.

1   ? I was born on 22 August, 1979.
2   ? No, you won’t be alone.
3   ? Tomorrow? I’m going to buy an Audi.
4   ? He was Hungarian.
5   ? They were at the pub last night.
6   ? No, I didn’t. I stayed at home.
  

Scores: 6 / 
 

 
7   Read the text, then answer the questions in English.

1  Why were there ideal conditions for the plague to spread in London? 
    

2  Where did plague break out first? 
       
3  When did it break out in London?
       
4  What was spreading the disease: the blood-sucking fleas or the stray dogs or cats?
       
5  How did they mark the houses that contained plague victims?
       
6  When did the most people die from the plague?
       
 

Scores: 6 / 
 

 

THE GREAT PLAGUE IN LONDON 1665

In London the houses were very close to each other and the streets were dirty - ideal conditions for the 
plague to spread, particularly during the hot summer of 1665.
When plague broke out in Holland in 1663, Charles II stopped trading with the country because he wanted 
to prevent plague-infected rats arriving in London. However, plague broke out in the capital in the spring of 
1665.  It spread by the blood-sucking fleas that lived on the black rat.
The summer of 1665 was one of the hottest summers recorded and the numbers dying from plague rose 
rapidly. People began to panic and the rich left the capital. The temperature and the numbers of deaths 
continued to rise. The Lord Mayor of London thought that it was the stray dogs and cats on the streets that 
were spreading the disease and ordered them to be killed. 
Those houses that contained plague victims were marked with a red cross. 
The numbers of deaths from the plague reached a peak in August and September of 1665. However, it was 
November and the cold weather brought a drastic reduction in the number of deaths. Charles II did not 
consider it safe to return to the capital until February 1666.
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8   Translate the sentences. 

1 Fáj a fejem.  
2  Iskolába kéne menned. 
3  Igazad van. 
4  Hol volt tegnap Tom? 
5  Hogy utaztál? 
6  Bocs, hogy nem tudtam eljönni. 
7  Lew nem vitte őt haza. 
8  Le fogok fogyni. 
  

Scores: 8 / 
 

 
9   Choose a title and write 100-120 words about it.

Contents: 10 / 
 

     Correctness: 10 / 
 

 TOTAL: 100 / 
 

My favourite season              My holiday              I was ill
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